solids Big-Bag Discharger
Type BAB with a Buffer Container

Low-dust emptying of all types of big-bags,
Complete solution: big-bag delivery, emptying and buffer container

Advantages:
- Fail-safe
- Efficient working without interrupting the process: the buffer container can be used for discharging when changing a big-bag
- Easy-to-operate due to wide pivoted doors
- Less dust due to a special seal between the big-bag bottom and the support shell, connection to extraction provided by customer or additional extraction filter
- Low maintenance
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Characteristics:

Electric chain hoist and mounting rail
Lifting frame
Buffer container with useful volume
Optional: Height-adjustable supporting frame

Big-Bag
Support shell
Wide, pivoted operating door

Optional: flexing device
Rubber buffer
Unbalanced motor
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Image: Buffer container with operating doors

Image: Knives to open one-way-bags
Image: Emptying station can be moved, with a metering screw